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Quantum Interference and Ballistic Transmission in Nanotube Electron Waveguides
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The electron transport properties of well-contacted individual single-walled carbon nanotubes are in-
vestigated in the ballistic regime. Phase coherent transport and electron interference manifest as conduc-
tance fluctuations as a function of Fermi energy. Resonance with standing waves in finite-length tubes
and localized states due to imperfections are observed for various Fermi energies. Two units of quantum
conductance 2G0 � 4e2�h are measured for the first time, corresponding to the maximum conductance
limit for ballistic transport in two channels of a nanotube.
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Electron transport behavior in single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNT) is of fundamental and practical inter-
est [1]. With ideal electrical contacts and two channels
available for electron transport in a metallic SWNT,
perfect transmission through the nanotube will manifest
as two units of quantum conductance G � 2G0 � 4e2�h
(resistance R � h�4e2 � 6.45 kV) by the system [1,2].
Individual SWNT samples with high contact resistance
exhibit Coulomb blockade (CB) [3,4] and Luttinger liquid
(LL) behavior [5] at various temperatures. Samples
with low contact resistance are essential to investigating
transport phenomena in SWNTs in the high transmission
regime. Ballistic transport has been reported in only
one channel of multiwalled nanotubes (MWNT) with
G � G0 � 2e2�h [6]. A possible explanation proposed
by theory is that only the p� channel allows for electron
transport, as the p channel is being turned off due to
substantial band shift caused by charge transfer between
the MWNT and a jellium metal contact [7]. For SWNTs,
transport measurements have observed conductance
G � T 3 2G0 � 4Te2�h with transmission probability
up to T � 0.5 0.6 [8–10].

In this Letter, we present transport data obtained
with samples of individual metallic SWNTs with highly
transparent contacts T � 1. An important feature of these
samples is that they show higher overall conductance at
lower temperatures, as expected for metallic systems.
This is rarely the case for most nanotube samples due
to contact issues. Samples that exhibit CB [3,4], LL
[5], and Kondo effect [10] exhibit lowered conductance
at low temperatures. This work finds that for titanium
contacted [11] metallic SWNTs, a fraction of them
show negative dG�T ��dT behavior. At low temperature,
2G0 � 4e2�h �T � 1� is measured with these samples,
which reaches the maximum conductance limit of ballistic
transport in two channels of a SWNT. Phase coherent
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electron transport, confined standing waves, and localized
states in the nanotubes lead to Fermi energy dependent
quantum interference and resonance phenomena.

Sample preparation for individual SWNT electrical de-
vices with titanium metal contacts is as reported previously
[9]. The sample shown in Fig. 1 consists of a SWNT with
diameter �1.5 nm and length �200 6 10 nm (Fig. 1a in-
set). At room temperature, it shows a conductance of
1.1G0 �R � 11 kV� in regimes I and III of the conduc-
tance �G� vs gate-voltage �Vg� spectrum (Fig. 1a). A con-
ductance dip is seen in regime II (Fig. 1a).

The overall conductance of the sample increases as tem-
perature decreases. At low temperatures, conductance fluc-
tuations vs Vg appear and the conductance peaks approach
the quantum limit 2G0 � 4e2�h (Fig. 1). In regime II,
the fluctuations are more drastic than in regimes I and III.
Rapid conductance oscillations superimposed on slower
fluctuations are also seen in regimes I and III (Figs. 1 and
2), but are absent in regime II. These conductance fluctua-
tion features are highly reproducible in repeated measure-
ments during the same experimental thermal cycle. For
different cycles, the details of the slow fluctuations can
vary (Fig. 1a vs 1b).

The conductance fluctuations vs Fermi energy and the
peak conductance approaching 4e2�h are our main re-
sults. We first discuss the origin of the fluctuations. The
data in Fig. 1 differ from CB behavior of samples with
high resistance metal-tube contacts (low conductance T �
0.001 0.01). The contacts in our sample are highly trans-
parent approaching T � 1. The data are also inconsistent
with CB in the strong tunneling regime, for which the over-
all conductance should decrease with temperature due to
CB suppression [12]. In our case, the overall background
conductance increases at lower temperatures.

We attribute the conductance fluctuations to in-
terference or resonance phenomena [13–17] in 1D
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FIG. 1 (color). Quantum interference in a nanotube electron
wave guide. (a) Conductance vs gate voltage recorded under a
dc bias of 1 mV at various temperatures with a SWNT sample
shown in the inset. The various gate-voltage regimes (I, II, and
III) are marked. (b) Conductance vs gate voltage recorded with
the same sample at 1.5 K but in a different thermal cycle than
(a). Inset: Data recorded with a second metallic SWNT sample
(diameter �1.5 nm, length between electrodes �800 nm) in the
temperature range of 270–2 K.

manifested by the SWNT sample with transparent
contacts. In regimes I and III, the rapid conductance
oscillations are quasiperiodic with DVg � 200 meV
(Fig. 2), and are attributed to resonance with standing
waves [18] in the 200 nm long tube. The energies of
standing waves are quantized with an expected spac-
ing DE � �dE�dk�Dk � hyF�2L � 10 meV for L �
200 nm and Fermi velocity yF � 8 3 105 m�s [18]. This
spacing matches the period of the rapid conductance oscil-
lations converted to energy (aDVg � 0.05 3 200 meV,
where a � 0.05 is the typical gate efficiency factor for
our sample structures [19]). To our knowledge, this is the
first time that resonance transport with standing waves
is observed in SWNTs in the T � 1 regime. Notably,
in ballistic channels of 2D electron gas systems, similar
phenomena have been seen as conductance oscillations
existing over quantized staircases [13,14].

The rapid conductance oscillations are over a slower
fluctuation background in regimes I and III. The slower
fluctuations become dramatic in regime II (Fig. 3a). The
origin of the slow fluctuations is attributed to resonance
106801-2
FIG. 2. Resonance effect due to standing waves. (a) Rapid
quasiperiodic conductance oscillations over a slow fluctuation
background observed in regime I of Fig. 1b at 1.5 K. (b) Rapid
conductance oscillations observed in regime III at 1.5 K (solid
line) and 10 K (dotted line), respectively.

scattering by localized states in the nanotube, and the mani-
festation of the localized states is energy (gate) depen-
dent. It is known that resonance with localized states
leads to the drastic conductance fluctuations in 1D sys-
tems [15–17], which is the case in regime II. This can
also be gleaned from the highly nonlinear current-voltage
�I-V � characteristics (Fig. 3b) of the system recorded in
regime II. At a resonance peak (Vg � 10.4 V, marked by
a circle in Fig. 3a), the I-V is only linear near zero bias
and exhibits lower conductance at higher bias due to the
larger energy window of the incident electrons and thus
a larger fraction of off-resonance electrons. The shape of
the I-V curve at the conductance peak (Fig. 3b) excludes
CB physics for which linear I-V is expected at conduc-
tance peaks. The peak conductance increases as tempera-
ture decreases (Fig. 3a). This is due to the fact that at
lower temperatures electrons are more “monochromatic”
with smaller thermal broadening in energy. At a conduc-
tance valley (Vg � 9.7 V, marked by a square in Fig. 3a)
in regime II, the I-V is also nonlinear, with higher conduc-
tance at high bias than near zero bias (Fig. 3b inset).

In regime II, the localized states strongly manifest as can
be seen in the large conductance fluctuations and narrow
peaks. They are much less pronounced in energy regimes I
and III, where the slow conductance fluctuations relax to
106801-2
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FIG. 3. Manifestation of localized states. (a) Conductance vs
gate-voltage curves recorded in regime II of Fig. 1a. (b) Non-
linear I-V curve recorded at a conductance peak marked in (a).
Inset: I-V curve recorded at the valley marked in (a). The circle
and square in (b) indicate the corresponding gate voltages in (a).

smaller amplitudes with broader peaks and larger spac-
ing between the peaks. This is attributed to the energy
dependent resonance effect, which is similar to an obser-
vation made recently in metallic SWNTs that the trans-
parency of scattering sites depends on energy [20]. In
energy regimes I and III, the electronic states in the nano-
tube can be characterized as more extended over the length
of the tube, which allows the observation of an interference
pattern with standing waves in the tube.

The existence of localized states points to imperfections
in our nanotube sample. We can estimate the length scale
of the localized states. In regime II, the conductance fluc-
tuations have an average period of DV 0

g � 1.5 V (Fig. 1).
This corresponds to a Fermi energy change of DE �
aDV 0

g � 75 meV � �dE�dk�Dk � hyF�2L0. Thus, the
localized states can be roughly considered as confined in a
length scale of L0 � 30 nm. Unfortunately, it is not pos-
sible to identify the precise location of the defects on the
nanotube. The bound states could be formed between a
dominant defect close to one of the electrodes, or between
two defects on the nanotube. Also not clear is the precise
nature of the defects, although they are likely to be associa-
ted with chemical effects such as locally adsorbed mole-
cule species (e.g., oxygen) [21–23]. This is based on the
106801-3
thermal-cycle dependence of the conductance fluctuations
(Fig. 1a vs 1b), which suggests that the defects respon-
sible for the resonant localized states have a dependence
on environmental factors.

Quantum interference effects are manifested by phase
coherent electrons. At low temperatures, electron phase
coherence in a nanotube is gained by the decrease in oc-
cupation numbers of phonon modes and thus reduced in-
elastic scattering. This is consistent with our observation
of the average conductance increases as temperature de-
creases (Fig. 1). Such behavior has been seen in earlier
studies of SWNTs, also attributed to phonon effect [24].
Reduced phonon occupations at low temperatures are in-
deed probed by heat capacity measurements [25]. How-
ever, the detailed behavior of conductance vs temperature
depends on energy. For instance, at the valleys of slow con-
ductance fluctuations in regime I or III, a downturn in con-
ductance is observed below T , 30 K (Fig. 4a). Similar
downturn behavior has been seen previously and attributed
to localization effect [24]. At the peaks of the slow con-
ductance fluctuations however, the resistance exhibits an
upturn below 30 K (Fig. 4b) due to resonance effect, and
has not been seen before. These results suggest that the
full spectrum of conductance vs energy is important in un-
derstanding the electrical properties of nanotubes.

We point out that our results were obtained with an in-
dividual SWNT (diameter �1.5 nm) instead of a bundle.
The nanotube was grown under a low yield chemical va-
por deposition process for producing isolated SWNTs [9].
Bundled SWNTs with diameter .3 nm were occasionally
encountered in our samples and were excluded for mea-
surements. Our results clearly show that two channels ex-
ist in a metallic SWNT for electron transport as predicted
theoretically. The possible reasons for one-open channel
and G � 1G0 in a MWNT could be due to interlayer inter-
actions [6] or an opaque p channel [7]. Experimental wise,
our SWNTs were contacted by two symmetric transparent
�T � 1� titanium electrodes. The MWNT was intimately
contacted by liquid metal at one end, while the other end
was coupled to other nanotubes in a bundle [6]. It could
be possible that the intratube contact is nonideal and con-
tributes to G , 2G0.

With several low resistance SWNTs, we have observed
resonance phenomena and conductance approaching 2G0

at certain gate voltages (Fig. 1b inset shows a second
sample). For SWNTs with length ,1 mm, we typically
find that their maximum conductance can approach
2G0 � 4e2�h. Several independent samples are observed
exhibiting a dip in G vs Vg, and the details of the dip vary in
different cooldowns. These results point to the fact that
chemical species (e.g., oxygen) adsorbed on SWNTs
could be a common cause for localized states that mani-
fest as strong resonant scatters in a certain energy (dip)
regime. Indeed, resonance effects due to chemisorbed
oxygen atoms on SWNTs have been revealed theoretically
[21]. Measurements of molecularly clean SWNTs will
be desired and are currently underway. For nanotubes
106801-3
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependent sample conductance depends
on gate voltage. (a) G vs T for Vg � 218 V at a local con-
ductance valley in regime III. (b) G vs T for Vg � 216 V at a
local conductance peak in regime III.

with length on the order of 10–20 mm, sharp and closely
spaced conductance peaks are typically observed at 1.5 K,
and the overall sample conductance turns lower below
a certain temperature in the range of 50–20 K. These
results point to the higher probability of imperfections on
10–20 mm long nanotubes, which can eventually lead to
insulating systems due to localization [15]. Further effort
is needed to elucidate the detailed nature and positions
of defects and correlate them with transport properties of
nanotubes.
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